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Abstract: During the work of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) translation, the present researcher used 

two methods. The one is to utilize Korean pronunciation of Chinese character in Tcheonzamun, and the other is to use the 

meaning of Chinese character. In the present study, the researcher took the method of the meaning of Chinese character 

in Tcheonzamun. And the researcher took 16 letters of (Tcheonzamun 225th-240th). 225-228 禍(Hwa) 因(In) 惡(Ag) 積

(Zeog) If you want that bad things (惡) occur (積) often to you, please make habit of (因) doing harm (禍) to your 

neighbors. 229-232 福(Bog) 緣(Yeon) 善(Seon) 慶(Gyeong) In order to occur (慶) many good things (善) in your home 

again and again, please do favor (福) here and there to other neighbors. And it will be done soon (緣)! 233-236 尺

(Tcheog) 璧(Byeog) 非(Bi) 寶(Bo) In order for not-really joyful thing or not-happiness (非) to treat as treasure (寶), 

please keep a bag (尺) of precious pearl (璧) in your house. 237-240 寸(Tchon) 陰(Eum) 是(Si) 競(Gyeong) In order to 

take the happiness (是) in the strong desire (是), you might do these important things (寸) in your life (陰). 

Keywords: Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), 16 letters of (Tcheonzamun 225th-240th), method of the 

meaning of Chinese character, In order for not-really joyful thing or not-happiness (非) to treat as treasure (寶), please 

keep a bag (尺) of precious pearl (璧) in your house, In order to take the happiness (是) in the strong desire (是), you 

might do these important things (寸) in your life (陰). 

 

INTRODUCTION 
The French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote in his book that both the ancient Korean people and the ancient 

Chinese people used the same textbook, Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay). Park et al., (2021a) and Park et 

al., (2021b) translated several Tcheonzamun poems. This time, the present researcher translated the (Tcheonzamun 

225th-240th). 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
During the work of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) translation, the present researcher used two 

methods. The one is to utilize Korean pronunciation of Chinese character in Tcheonzamun, and the other is to use the 

meaning of Chinese character. In the present study, the researcher took the method of the meaning of Chinese character 

in Tcheonzamun. And the researcher took 16 letters of (Tcheonzamun 225th-240th). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The title is as follows. My wife Hyeonhi has never told me “You are not good!” And the poem is Tcheonzamun 

225th-240
th

. The next is the result of the study. 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet) 

 

225-228 禍(Hwa) 因(In) 惡(Ag) 積(Zeog) If you want that bad things (惡) occur (積) often to you, please make 

habit of (因) doing harm (禍) to your neighbors. 

 

229-232 福(Bog) 緣(Yeon) 善(Seon) 慶(Gyeong) In order to occur (慶) many good things (善) in your home 

again and again, please do favor (福) here and there to other neighbors. And it will be done soon (緣)!  

 

233-236 尺(Tcheog) 璧(Byeog) 非(Bi) 寶(Bo) In order for not-really joyful thing or not-happiness (非) to treat 

as treasure (寶), please keep a bag (尺) of precious pearl (璧) in your house.  

 

237-240 寸(Tchon) 陰(Eum) 是(Si) 競(Gyeong) In order to take the happiness (是) in the strong desire (是), 

you might do these important things (寸) in your life (陰).  
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